Abstract
This study examines the uncertainty in forecasts of the January-February-March (JFM) 
Introduction
It is now well understood that,for the seasonal predictionproblem,themeanresponse of theatmosphere to anomalous boundary forcingis but oneaspect of a moregeneral stochastic solutionthatincludesvarioushigherordermomentsthatdefinea probability densityfunction(PDF,e.g. Barnett1995; KumarandHoerling 1995 ,Kumaret al. 2000 . At theseasonal time scale, theuncertainties dueto initial conditionerrorshavesaturated in the sense thatthe statisticsassociated with planetaryandsynopticscalesystems havefor the mostpartlost all memoryof theinitial conditions.Nevertheless, the saturated statistics canbeinfluencedor modulatedby slowly varyingboundaryforcingsuchasanomalous seassurfacetemperatures (SSTs).In this study,we examinehowtropicalSSTanomalies associated with ENSOimpacttheuncertainty of extratropical seasonal forecasts madewith anatmospheric general circulationmodel(AGCM). 
The Model and Forecast Experiments
The AGCM is an early version of the Goddard Earth Observing System (GEOS-2) model described in (Chang et al. 2000) . It has 43 sigma levels extending up to 10mb and a The results of that study suggest that the ENSO response in the GEOS-2 model tends to be weak. In fact, a comparison of the ENSO response in a number of different models (Shukla et al. 2000) shows a wide range of signal to noise ratios over the Pacific/North
Americanregion.The issueof modeldependence andits potentialimpacton theresultsof this studyis addressed in theconclusions.
Ensembles of 5-10members, typicalof manypreviousAGCM experiments focusingon the ensemble meanresponse, arelikely too smallto obtainreliablehighermomentstatistics.
In this study,wegenerate ensembles with 27 membersto providemorereliableestimates of thesecondmoment statistics. The issueof statisticalsignificance will be discussed in the nextsection.The initial conditionsarebasedon the GEOS-Ireanalysis (Schubert et al. 1993) . The 27perturbations to the initial conditionsaregenerated by takingthedifference betweentwo randomlychosenDecember statesseparated by twelvehours,andaddingthat differenceto the 15December (1982or 1988)basestate(seeSchubert andSuarez1989).
In all AGCM experiments describedhere,the SSTandseaice areprescribed using observedmonthlyboundaryconditions (ReynoldsandMarsico 1993) . Soilmoistureis prescribedasdescribedin Changet al. (2000) .
AGCM Results
As described in Quiroz (1983) ; the warm event of 1982/83 was one of the strongest E1 We nexttakea brief look atthe varianceof the subseasonal transients, how it compares with theobservedvariance, andits intra-ensemble variability. Aswe shallsee,it is the latterthatpotentiallyimpactstheinterannual differences in theseasonal noise. Atlanticdoestendto be aregionof enhanced intra-ensemble variability.
In the following,we examinethe natureof the interannual differences in theJFM noise varianceusinga kineticenergy framework.The ensemble meanseasonal meannoise kineticenergy(SKE)or intra-ensemble variabilityis definedas
where the star denotes a deviation from the ensemble mean, the angle bracket denotes an ensemble mean, the overbar is a seasonal (JFM) mean, and u and v are the zonal and meridional wind components. Figure 4 shows the interannual differences in SKE. 
and
Here, the prime denotes a deviation from the seasonal mean, and the star and overbar are as in (1) above. CI is the conversion of kinetic energy from the ensemble mean flow to the SKE, and C2 is the conversion of kinetic energy from the subseasonal transients to the SKE. We will also refer to C 1 as the generation of SKE due to the mean flow, and C2 as the generation of SKE due to the subseasonal transients.
The approximate form of CI in (2a) is obtained by dropping the term involving the zonal gradient in the mean meridional wind, which tends to be small (Simmons et al. 1983) . The E-vector (Hoskins et al. 1983) is defined here for the seasonal mean intra-ensemble anomalies as (Fig. 5d ). In the Atlantic sector, the larger generation of SKE occurs during 1983 in association with the stronger Atlantic jet during that year (Fig. 5c ).
The generation of SKE due to the subseasonal transients (term C2) is shown in Figure 6 .
We consider only the submonthly transients (Figures 6a and 6b ), because the contribution from transients with time scales between one month and one season (not shown) is small. C2 tends to be positive and largest in the jet exit regions and over the eastern oceans. Theimplicationof the aboveresultsis thattheunderlyingdynamical processes generating the noisevarianceareacting,not on seasonal time scalesbut,on monthlyandshortertime scales.Thetime scalesassociated with thebarotropicgeneration fromthe meanflow in linearcalculationsis rathersensitiveto the basicstate(e.g. Simmonset al. 1983; Borges andSardeshmuhk, 1995; section4) . Observations showthatthebarotropicgeneration from the meanflow tendsto be positivefor anomalies with time scalesasshortas20 days, thoughthe efficiencyof the conversionis greaterfor lowerfrequencymodes (Schubert 1986 ).Also, non-modal growthof decayingnormalmodescanleadto largeenergy increases over shorttime intervals (BorgesandSardeshmuhk, 1995; Sardeshmukh etal. 1997 In the next section we use a stochastically-forced linear barotropic model to further examine the role of forcing and the basic state in the generation of low frequency noise.
Linear Model Results
The linear model (Branstator 1985 The localized nature of the regions of large variance for 1989 suggests the variability for this year might be dominated by a single mode. This is confirmed in Figure 12a 
Summary and Conclusions
In this study we examined how the uncertainty in extratropical seasonal mean forecasts is impacted by interannual differences in the background state, tropical forcing, and subseasonal transients, associated with the 1983 E1 Nino and 1989 La Nina events. The analysis was based on two sets (one for each year) of 27 hindcasts generated from 15
December perturbed initial conditions, using the GEOS-2 atmospheric general circulation model (AGCM) and sea surface temperatures (SSTs) specified from observations. The 
